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93%
of clinicians believe digital technologies can help.

Current Engagement 

54 % 
of people aged 65 years or older say they would be willing 
to use a Digital Health App

5m
People download a health app every day.

Top countries for health app downloads:

United States1

Mexico4

Brazil2

Singapore5

UK6

India3

People across the world 
have a smart phone

That’s more people than 
own a toothbrush



20% How do people or patients 
know which ones are safe 
and effective? 

of the 350,000 apps to choose 
from meet quality thresholds.

But how do patients know 
which are safe?

Only



Recent Research in March 
2024 showed that user 
ratings and download 

numbers on the App Stores 
are NOT good measures of a 
health app's quality and that 

patients need help in 
knowing more about digital 

health and by creating 
trusted lists of good apps.

DO USER RATINGS HELP?



THE HEALTH APP MYTH
THERE IS ONE BEST APP!

DIAGNOSIS TREATMENT MANAGEMENT



7

THE REAL NEED

If digital health truly has the 
power to support patients 
choice then we have to be just 
as considered with it as we are 
with any other aspect of 
medical practice. 

The critical infrastructure for 
safe decision making and 
distribution.

In medicine MHRA approves and licence drugs & NICE assesses 
impact and effectiveness.
In digital health, there are a number of digital health 
frameworks.

1. TRUST

2. AWARENESS
The BNF to list approved drugs and training in prescribing for 
professionals

3. DISTRIBUTION
E-prescribing to distribute and track medicines
Availability of Over the Counter medicines

4. MANAGING RISK & CHANGE 
Prescription Drug monitoring Programs
DATIX for untoward events

DIGITAL HEALTHMEDICINE

DTAC
ISO 82304

X 20,000

Rx
DTx

DIGITAL HEALTH FRAMEWORKS

CONTINOUS ASSESSMENTS

DIGITAL FORMULARY

CONTINOUS MONITORING



Digital Health Distribution and Activation
DELIVERING SAFE DIGITAL HEALTH TO PATIENTS AND CITIZENS AWARENESS



Example:



Why? How did clinical teams get involved?Expected IMPACT?

There is a growing need 

to support patients to 

adopt digital health 

opportunities in a   

patient’s heart failure 

journey.

To enabled HCPs to 

easily recommend 

safe digital solutions 

to activate patients to 

manage their 

condition digitally.

HCP were provided 

training and DH Care 

Pathway tools along 

with a formulary to 

recommend products 

to patients

Developed with 
C&M Cardiology 

Board

CASE STUDY HEART FAILURE PATHWAY



DIGITAL CARE PATHWAYS

Pathway Co-Design

Mapping chosen to apps to pain points in the existing patient journey



DIGITAL CARE PATHWAYS

Structured Horizon Scan



This project was led by a deep 
understanding from heart failure patients 
and clinicians themselves about their 
experiences and we collaboratively 
generated solutions that underpin this 
new pathway. 

We can improve the experience and 
outcomes for patients across heart failure 
pathways, with a view to offering it more 
widely in other regions



Measurement is underway to look at :

Recommendations, patient impact including confidence in 

managing their own condition along with clinical time impact 

Now moving to whole scale 

research to show the clinical 

impact of digital solutions across 

a pathway

HEART FAILURE PATHWAY 



Daresbury, UK (Head Office)
SciTech Daresbury, Vanguard House,
Keckwick Lane, Daresbury, WA4 4AB

London, UK
ORCHA Health Ltd., Spaces, 307 
Euston RdLondon, NW1 3AD

Amsterdam, Netherlands
ORCHA Health B.V., Stadsplateau, 
73521 AZ. Utrecht

Boston, United States
ORCHA Health Inc., CIC, 50 Milk St
Boston, MA 

Email:
hello@orchahealth.com

@OrchaHealth @Orcha @Orcha

THANK YOU

DELIVERING SAFE DIGITAL HEALTHORCHAHEALTH.COM
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